TAILOR YOUR
STAY
in the great outdoors

Situated 2.5 hours’ drive from Sydney in the World Heritage-listed Greater Blue Mountains region, and set on
7,000‑acres of carbon-neutral conservation and wildlife reserve, Emirates One&Only Wolgan Valley is an
ultra-luxury resort that offers a quintessentially Australian bush experience.
Explore the beauty of Emirates One&Only Wolgan Valley with the help of this specially prepared sample itinerary.
Each experience during your stay can be personally tailored for your enjoyment and can be planned to
perfection to suit your preferences and requirements.

D AY 1

The toughest decision you’ll have to make? Which experience to try first.

PRIVATE POOL

COUPLES TREATMENT

CHEF’S TASTE OF WOLGAN

Each villa at Emirates One&Only
Wolgan Valley features its very own
private, temperature controlled
pool. Spend the afternoon in the lap
of luxury, as the sun begins to set
on another breathtaking day in the
Greater Blue Mountains.

Discover One&Only Spa, a sanctuary
of wellbeing that embraces the
essence of the valley. In this truly
unique environment, indulge in a spa
experience, choosing from specialised
therapies or personalised spa journeys
based on your needs.

Situated in the Main Homestead, the
Wolgan Dining Room offers an elegant
yet stylish ambience to enjoy both
breakfast and dinner. This spacious
dining room opens onto a stunning
verandah with panoramic valley views
surrounded by deep escarpments.

DAY 2

GOURMET PICNIC

WILDLIFE & SUNDOWNERS

Wolgan Valley was made for riding
and there’s no better way to explore
its beautiful hills, creeks and ridgelines
than on horseback. Travel peacefully
through ‘mobs’ of kangaroos or
wallaroos, who are relaxed in the
presence of horses.

Walk, ride your bike or be driven out
to a private deck to enjoy a gourmet
picnic lunch, prepared by our culinary
experts, utilising fresh ingredients from
the kitchen garden. Enjoy views of the
valley and wildlife while grazing the
afternoon away in style.

This tour provides a unforgettable
opportunity to observe some of
Australia’s native wildlife when they are
most active. As the sun begins its slow
descent towards the horizon, there are
countless photographic opportunities
of wildlife and spectacular scenery.

GUIDED NATURE WALK

WINE AND CHEESE TASTING

CAMPFIRE AND STARGAZING

Enjoy an insightful strollthrough the
beautiful landscape of Wolgan Valley, in
the company of one of our passionate
Field Guides. Learn about the flora and
fauna found in the valley and some
of their uses for Aboriginal and early
settler society.

The resort’s Wine Cellar features over
150 different wines with a selection
of local and international labels.
Spend the afternoon embarking on a
sensory culinary journey pairing fine
wine vintages with an assortment of
delectable cheeses and local produce.

Take a tour of the magnificent night
sky. Be driven to your personal
campfire and settle down to enjoy
some delicious treats prepared by our
culinary team. Your Field Guide will
prepare the telescope for a tour of the
sky, providing scientific insight.

RESTORATIVE PILATES

WOLGAN BREAKFAST

MOUNTAIN BIKE RIDING

Begin your Pilates practice by
combining breathing, movement and
meditation in a sequence of postures.
This session, held on the resort’s
outdoor deck, is surrounded by nature
and will leave you with a sense of
grace and gratitude.

Start the day by enjoying a nourishing
breakfast with a view in the Wolgan
Dining Room. Sample the finest
breakfast cuisine, with a sumptuous
menu inspired by the resort’s culinary
philosophy of regional, seasonal and
where possible, organic produce.

The reserve provides a wide range of
exhilarating and picturesque mountain
bike trails suitable for various skill and
fitness levels. A Field Guide will escort
you into some of the lesser known ‘off
track’ areas for a more challenging
experience and magnificent views.

DAY 4

DAY 3

SIGNATURE HORSE TRAIL RIDE

